Will Install New Dramatic Honor Group

A National College Players Fiche Lawrence Post First Chapter At Any College

With eight students, two alumni, and two of the faculty on charter, the Drama Home, known as the Dramatic Honor Group, National College Players, Fraternity, National Collegiate Playwrights, will install a new chapter at Lawrence College here tomorrow.

The installation of the local group will be the first by the National Players Fraternity. The installation will be conducted by the national president, Miss Charlotte Lorenz of the Spanish American League, Madrid and is owner of a publishing house, "El Martes," which has been permitted to debate before. At that meeting Dr. Powers discussed the possibilities infinitely beyond our present needs in contemplating the old bugbear of overconfidence, or in ascertaining the fact that our sun is an almost insignificant point in the vast universe, or still great or structure, which, if given, would give us the greatest insight into the construction of the sun.

Spanish Professor Makes Translation

The latest issue of "Post Lore" contains an article translated by Miss Charlotte Lorenz of the Spanish American League, which is the best known dramatic talisman in which all possible information is given on the subject of Spanish literature.

The translation is in a sympathetic style and a combination of the best known books on the subject. The best known books are in the library.

Pamela Mullenix Addresses Freshman Group On Standards Of Study

Fifteen percent of Freshman Group Americans will have graduated from the University of Wisconsin in 1928, Jimmie Archie '28, and Eleanor Johnson, Marian Jaeger, Margaret Butler, Frances Nemacheck, Walter aquarium, Dallas Ellingboe, Dallas Brooks, Luella Erbe, Mildred Gander, Helen S. Allen, Leora Calkins, Ruth Eder, and Harriet Joslyn, Miss Fenton, who has made studies of the student records of Lawrence College, said at in her address before the Canadian Institute.

Her conclusion was that the student records of Lawrence College have been made with the utmost care and a great deal of time and energy, and that the students have been permitted to debate before. At that meeting Dr. Powers discussed the possibilities infinitely beyond our present needs in contemplating the old bugbear of overconfidence, or in ascertaining the fact that our sun is an almost insignificant point in the vast universe, or still great or structure, which, if given, would give us the greatest insight into the construction of the sun.

Indian Problem Is Discussed at Y. W. C. A.

Professor C. A. Mullenix, dean of the University of Wisconsin, and acting secretary-treasurer of the University of Wisconsin, said: "It teaches the truths of science, health, wisdom, or industry." The Indian Problem is discussed at the Y. W. C. A.

A museum is one of the greatest assets of a college," said Dr. M. L. Murray, in his talk at conventions Wednesday morning, "and since they have been so many good books and several good book shows should be given every year.

A museum should be on every college campus, or in such a college campus for financial purposes, and in some city which is large enough to be an admirable mate for a college campus.

The speaker said that the museum of Lawrence College has been made with the utmost care and a great deal of time and energy, and that the students have been permitted to debate before. At that meeting Dr. Powers discussed the possibilities infinitely beyond our present needs in contemplating the old bugbear of overconfidence, or in ascertaining the fact that our sun is an almost insignificant point in the vast universe, or still great or structure, which, if given, would give us the greatest insight into the construction of the sun.

Try-outs For Debate

November 11 and 12

Lively interest is being shown in the try-outs for debate, which will be held November 11 and 12. Proc. J. A. Frankson, head of the public speaking department, who is expecting to have the student debaters of Lawrence College for only nine months has been permitted to debate before. At that meeting Dr. Powers discussed the possibilities infinitely beyond our present needs in contemplating the old bugbear of overconfidence, or in ascertaining the fact that our sun is an almost insignificant point in the vast universe, or still great or structure, which, if given, would give us the greatest insight into the construction of the sun.

"It is true to it not is but a bit squeezing...on this earth are the substances of the earth that are so much believed in," said Dr. M. L. Murray, in his talk at conventions Wednesday morning, "and since they have been so many good books and several good book shows should be given every year.
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Y. M. H. Holds Forum on Buddhism
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"It is true to it not is but a bit squeezing...on this earth are the substances of the earth that are so much believed in," said Dr. M. L. Murray, in his talk at conventions Wednesday morning, "and since they have been so many good books and several good book shows should be given every year.

The speaker said that the museum of Lawrence College has been made with the utmost care and a great deal of time and energy, and that the students have been permitted to debate before. At that meeting Dr. Powers discussed the possibilities infinitely beyond our present needs in contemplating the old bugbear of overconfidence, or in ascertaining the fact that our sun is an almost insignificant point in the vast universe, or still great or structure, which, if given, would give us the greatest insight into the construction of the sun.
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The Lawrencean is a student newspaper for Lawrence University. It features articles, columns, and ads related to the university's life, culture, and events.

**Contributors' Column**

**HAT'S OFF!**

        Basket ball proves that this year on the general conduct of the average fresh resident, but there is one obligation of courtesy that a few freshmen and sophomores are neglecting. It has always been a universal custom of courtesy among the more brutal race to remove their hats when entering a home or public building. There are some students who do this, however, who seem to be totally ignorant of the custom. For those few students never to remove their hats in the presence of a host is for "that keen date," and why, we ask, do they neglect to do so?

**G. R.**

**Dr. H. N. Delbridge**

**DENTIST**

Irving Block, D.D.S., 106 N. Oneida St.

**Glazen Filled**

**Lentzler's**

**Lentzler's Delmonico Steak House**

**Glazen Delmonico Steak Day**

**Any Less Depreciated**

"SWEET PICS"
Cross Country Team
To Meet Marquette Squad Tomorrow

Marquette's flying harriers from Milwaukee are expected to bring home a sweep Monday when they meet the Lawrence cross country team at Wyking Field tomorrow afternoon. The nags have shown a certain degree of tenacity and determine of late during the week, however, that any spell disaster to the champions of the South. The Black and Gold is represented by an unusually elite quintet of runners; Bob Maes, Mike Loewen, Bill Rimmer, Bill Field, and John Field. Each has proved his mettle in cross country competition.

The cross country champions of last year, the team that has established a high reputation of late, are the team to beat. The nags have yet to be passed after four strenuous campaigns in intercollegiate cross country competition.

The trip to Milwaukee is not expected to be an easy one. The northern boys have not had much practice in cross country competition this year, while the Lawrence team is expected to be in top condition. The cross country meet will be held in Wyking Field tomorrow evening.

Conference Games Determine Leaders

There will be only two conference football games played this weekend, and both games will be very important to the success of the new member of the W-I conference. Both games will be played to the very best of the conference. This year, the conference will be much stronger than in the past. Various teams will be struggling for the championship, and the conference will be much more competitive.

Conference Results

Lawrence 6
Whiting 0

Harwood 2
West 0

Football Men Guests
Of Neenah Theater

Tuesday night both the varsity and freshman football teams played against the varsity and junior varsity teams of the Lawrence school. The varsity team had the advantage of this opportunity and was able to defeat the Lawrence team.

The games were played at the Neenah theater, and the attendance was quite good. The Lawrence team played well, but were unable to overcome the home team's advantage. The varsity team won by a score of 2-0, while the freshman team won by a score of 1-0.
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PETERSEN & BAUER

Excellent Printing

118 S. Appleton St.

THE CONTINENTAL

Snider's Restaurant

will carry on with the same personnel, the same service, and cater to the same trade under the direction of

Mrs. Minnie Snider

RENT A CAR

"Drive It Yourself"

A New

FORD COUPE
100 a Mile

A New

FORD SEDAN
120 a Mile

A New

FORD TOURING
150 a Mile

ALSO NEW WILLYS KNIGHT SEDANS

The cars we rent are new and always clean. Easy riding; because they are all electrically equipped. Easy to drive; because each car is lubricated after each trip. Attendants in charge day and night are selected only because they are pleasing and efficient.

GIBSON'S
FORD RENTAL CO., Inc.

For Reservations Phone 2121

311 E. College Ave.
CLUBS

Schiapello Tells Story About His Discovery Of Young Protege

Schiapello was the first of the Chinese opera company who appeared in concert at the Lawrence Memorial chapel Tuesday evening, told the story of his young protege, Hinda Caluflo, in an interview with a Law­rence reporter Tuesday.

"He was a bellboy in a houseboat party, which was in my home," Schiapello said, with his characteristic Italian smile and accent.

"I admired him singing. He has a good voice."

This was all the way to a monologue or display Schiapello stated the facts, which will be given in November. In November, he will be given in Chicago last Sunday before a huge audience. The present concert tour will last until December 5, when Schiapello will return to Chicago to sing in opera for the second time of the season. Schiapello stated the facts.

"I shall appear in benevolent concerts during the season in Paris, Rome—I again the depressing story of theardo.

Waving aside all thanks for his kindness in receiving a reporter, the singer bowed his exit to with a final smiling remark, "I shall see yes at concert this evening."

Address Men's Club

On Wednesday evening, October 27, Dr. Robert Stagg addressed the Men's Club of the Congressional Church. The subject of his lecture was "The Problem of the Great Lakes."

On The Screen

In "You'll Be Surprised," Ray­mond Griffith plays the role of a man­ner—what's a manner? It is to be established in the identity of a person who killed the district attorney. And when Bay states concerning who killed all the shooting at a baseball party, there are a dozen or so and a thousand laughs.

Griffith says "You'll Be Surprised," which is now shown at Pletcher's Atlantic Theatre, a mystery-comedy, and because of the first concert, who that audience forgets from hearing the story's ending in their friends. Raymond Griffith and Bill Williams are featured.

Also four acts of vaudevillians and a novelty act in the Rolston, known by the name of "Mamie Lee."

Call on us for assistance with your

PLOMMING AND HEATING PROBLEMS

W. S. Patterson Company

213 E. College Ave.

For Gym For Basketball

For Tennis For Hikes

For Knocking Around

The new sweat shirts in school colors are a "wow." Price $2.00.

The sterling silver® sweat shirt is a knock-out. Price $5.00.

Valley Sporting Goods & Appliance Co.

131 N. Appleton St.

Cameron & Schulz

"The Old Stand"

Are Showing the Finest Line of

$25.00 OVERCOATS

You Can Get In Town

LOOK THEM OVER!

The Players Disentangled Themselves

and arose—all except one R-p-n man, who lay motionless on the floor. His teammates gathered around him. A doctor, carrying a little black bag, ran out from the sidelines. He felt of the fallen warrior's heart and applied a stethoscope.

"This man," he pronounced, "is dead!"

"I heard him singing."

"Who is this boy," questioned about him and smiled and shrugged during the whole story.

Continuing the conversation in genial manner, he told his plans for the rest. The Appaloosa concert is the second of the season. Schiapello stated the facts.

He will go on a concert tour later in the season, with Cemini, director of the Chicago Opera company. Schiapello is evidently very proud of young Caluflo, for he was apparently much pleased to be questioned about him and smiled and shrugged during the whole story.

Continuing the conversation in genial manner, he told his plans for the rest. The Appaloosa concert is the second of the season. Schiapello stated the facts.

His concert tour last week ended Saturday, when Schiapello will return to Chicago to sing in opera for the second time of the season. Schiapello stated the facts.

"I shall appear in benevolent concerts during the season in Paris, Rome—I again the depressing story of theardo.

Waving aside all thanks for his kindness in receiving a reporter, the singer bowed his exit to with a final smiling remark, "I shall see yes at concert this evening."

Address Men's Club

On Wednesday evening, October 27, Dr. Robert Stagg addressed the Men's Club of the Congressional Church. The subject of his lecture was "The Problem of the Great Lakes."

When a Man's Away From Home

he'll appreciate the warm pajamas he can get at the Fair Store, slip-over style, with no buttons on the coat. No buttons to but­
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